Nature’s Magic Explored

Nature’s magnificence is reflected in two recently published books,
by an Edmonton couple who both are natural medicine educators –
Robert Rogers and Laurie Szott-Rogers.
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The Fungal Pharmacy

“Robert’s knowledge of plants
and fungi can make one’s head
spin with medicinal, traditional
and culinary uses.”

Theof thePath
Devas

Martin Osis, Past President, Edmonton
Mycological Society

by Robert Rogers

The Fungal Pharmacy is a valuable resource to mycologists,
researchers, oncologists, environmentalists, ecologists, wild-crafters,
scientists and anyone else interested in medicinal mushrooms. From
folklore to modern scientific analysis, the Fungal Pharmacy presents
inspiration and hope for increasing the health and well-being of
humans and other inhabitants of our planet.
Full color, non-fiction, 234 pgs.
Retail Price $39.95 Wholesale $23.95
E-Mail scents@telusplanet.net

The Path of the Devas

“This book brings forth timely
sensibilities for our next ecologically
minded generation. Laurie has an
uncanny way of joining nature’s
magnificent wonders to medicinal
teaching.”
Dr. JoAnn Hammond-Meiers, Alberta Creative
Arts Therapies Centre.

Laurie Szott-Rogers
Motivated by his love for Mother Earth, and talent to talk
directly to plants, Dr. Bo Tanic teaches pre-teens to adults how to
connect with nature. He is aided by his colleague Mr. Funguy, an
amateur mycologist with a love for food and life and a group of
children who find a sense of belonging in their ecological mission. The
reader is introduced to a magical cast of characters - the Council of
Plants and Nature Devas, as they explore plant medicine and ecology.
Join the team, as they work to restore a ravine, nurture a forest and
stand up to destructive forces.
Fiction, soft cover, 194 pgs
Retail Price $13.95 Wholesale $8.50

Laurie and Robert are instructors of a 3 year Plant Spirit Medicine Program at Northern Star College of Mystical Studies. www.centercollege-wholistic.ca
To order books please fax: 1-780 439-9540 $100.00 minimum for wholesale orders.
Please indicate the quantity of books, phone number, address, credit card number and date, or email scents@telusplanet.net for more information.

